SIGN THIS PETITION – Active Allstate EAs Only

Petition Calling for an Independent Forensic Audit of Allstate Corporation’s Exclusive Agent CSRP Reports and Monthly Compensation Statements

As recently reported by the Wall Street Journal, serious questions have been raised as to the accuracy of Allstate Corporation’s recent Monthly Compensation Statements and agency CSRP data.

While Allstate has admitted to irregularities caused by “missing transactions” in its January 2012 commission statement, it also claims the reporting errors did not affect the commission payment system. A few weeks later, the company admitted to finding anomalies in the agency CSRP data, which has a direct impact on agency bonus calculations. Despite these admissions, the company has not said what it has done to ensure the accuracy of the reports, even as agents continue to report monthly drops in commissions of 20 percent or more – even when experiencing increases in retention levels.

Therefore, we, the Allstate agent signers of this petition and the National Association of Professional Allstate Agents, Inc. (NAPAA/OPEIU Guild 17), hereby call for an independent forensic audit of Allstate’s Exclusive Agent CSRP reports and Monthly Compensation Statements beginning with the May 2011 reports. We also ask that Allstate report the findings to the agency force and that it reimburse any agents, active or terminated, for any compensation shortfalls, unpaid bonuses or denial of awards as determined by such forensic audit.

Agents: Please include your six digit agent number. Allstate EAs with multiple agencies may sign this petition once for each active agent number assigned to them by Allstate. Agent numbers will be used for internal verification of active status only. While agent signatures will not be disclosed to Allstate, it may be necessary for NAPAA to share them with an independent third party in order to certify the results of this petition. This petition will be available for agents to sign until May 17, 2012.

The views expressed by NAPAA, or any of its positions relative to its activities and those of its members’ actions on behalf of this organization, are expressly those of NAPAA, and do not reflect the views or opinions of Allstate Insurance Company, or any of its affiliates.